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About This Content

Can't get enough of SanctuaryRPG? This Rogue Potato Collection contains...

A detailed account of our game development journey in "Rogue Potato: The Making of SanctuaryRPG" eBook written
by Yixin and Daniel.

A collection of over sixty in-game ASCII art assets, meticulously hand-drawn by our glorious artist Angel.

Six early Alpha builds of SanctuaryRPG, including the very first playable prototypes that were iterated on in a cramped
college dorm room.
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Good puzzle game but the ending is bugged.. Well where do I even start with this. Words that spring to mind are linear, boring,
linear, linear, mechanics, gameplay, linear...wait did I say linear? Just making sure.

You would never have thought this game was released less than 2 years ago. Now baring in mind that there have been at least 3
previous games made some time ago, which were linear and boring as f*ck with terrible mechanics, you would think that they
would learn. I have not dug deep enough into whether or not this game was made by the same devs because I don't care. You
expect to see improvements and you get nothing. Literally nothing.

In terms of graphical quality, you would think you are playing a game from the mid 2000's, similar to details in a fan modded
upgrade of Half Life 2 at BEST. The story is rubbish, the characters are rubbish with no personalities, the voice acting and
dialogue is TERRIBLE, the game mechanics are slow, clunky and just don't work and it is as about as linear as that long straight
road you see on many canvasses which runs through Colorado. No wait, it's as linear as the painted line on that long straight
road. And yet this is supposed to be a bit of an adventure game.

I could go on and on and on about the gameplay and mechanics but I can't be bothered. What p***ed me off more is this was
my 100th perfect game and it's just a shame this had to be it! Don't waste your money unless this is on a big sale discount.. you
grow hairy hot dogs hahaha i love minions. One of the best VR adventure/exploration games available so far. Dense atmosphere,
good story. Make sure to use the VR preset in the graphics options, it'll judder otherwise even on a GTX 980 rig. And switch on
snap turning if you are prone to become nauseous.. RPG Maker shovelware, nothing of recall value
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Very fun game, worth the pennies.. Two main reasons to play this game (on lesser and bigger scale) are anomalies and
replayability.

Anomalies' gravitational effect is designed so amazingly, getting caught into one is both always unpleasant and very
different based on their type. The orange ones gave me the most intense experiences: while I wiggled and tossed here
and there (whimpering into my screen), trying to slide at least a little bit out of its gravitational field; while my
maximum acceleration did not give me any significant motion; while the anomaly pulled me closer once in a while with
its rough, unstoppable power, \u2013 that's when I had THE best experience of helplessness in games EVER.

I try really hard to avoid the orange ones, I'm not afraid to zip at high speed near the green ones, but the blue ones? I'm
freaking terrified of them! I've never encountered a single one, because I'm damn scared to get even close, so evil they look!

Replayability here is its own thing, seriously. Wherever you see a well-designed replayability you get something from
dying\/failing and trying again. But here you get a whole LOT of stuff inside your head: you memorize parts of the diary,
reading them in a new way after some time; you start to understand the mechanics and laws of the game better; you
memorize the areas a bit, so you get better at navigation. After some time you remember where you've seen lots of Gamma-
minerals, and where you found the easier shortcut for a very risky way (see the ritual mountain on the Guild beach).

This is also a pretty meditative game: the dynamics of the drone's movement always put me in a trance of sorts. The energy
system adds to that.

Magically, the game where a man has to act fast in the face of death, is about taking your time, and giving everything
around a thought, and dying painfully and slowly to try just one more time despite the sun slowly rising outside your window..
Well made web-series, althou some eps are lacking 7/10. Nice little puzzler. The minimalistic gameplay offers a combination
of few elements, but gets tricky fast.
Makes brain hurt me much!!

The only thing I find a little annoying is the very short piece of music that is looped, it gets old very fast. (I'm just around
level 10 or so, but I don't suppose the music will change). Some more tunes would have improved the experience.

Otherwise a highly recommendable puzzle game for the players who don't like their puzzles too easy.. Despite sometimes
confusing mechanics, the game stays true to its roots, delivering a competitive and challenging puzzle driven experience for
players from ages 13 and up. The implementation of comidically relieving side characters really delivers a great user
experience, and provides just the right amount of break from an otherwise stressful and challenging game. This game
compares to other user favorites such as CS:GO, Dark Souls III, and Freddie Fish for its gripping side quests and metagame.
I would reccomend to those willing to endure tedious but rewarding challenges. For speedruns visit my twitch prime page..
Great theme, I likethe story that is happening.

If only... shortly after i get a 'plant me some crops' quest from the postman, the game just freezes in the first town. tried
several restarts. but no dice. I had this game in my library forever,, finally picked it up to find its unplayable. *sigh*. At
$0.99 this is way overpriced.. not very good
. Tbh when I got this from the Curiosity Box I wasn't too excited, but once I started playing, that all changed. First
Impressions weren't good, as the main menu and graphics were too high res, but once I got into the game I fell in love. What
matters about this game isn't the graphics, but the music and how well it is used as a weapon. This game got me into EDM,
and now I follow all the artists whose music is used in the game. The different array of weapons is awesome, and reminded
me of a bird's-eye view Star Fox. I you like games with good soundtracks, i.e. Crypt of the Necrodancer and Hyper Light
Drifter, this is definitely the game for you.
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